A Novel Neural Network based Voting Approach for Road Detection via Image Entropy and Color Filtering
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Abstract:
Background: The dramatic increase in the traffic needs effective management that leads to the creation of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) or smart roads. Method: In this paper, a novel and quickly executable neural networks based method is presented to decide the configuration of an adaptive filter and choose among many possible segments of image. Findings: The trained network can be put in practice easily, a number of test image are presented to the software, and the program calculates the multiplication of each scene's entropy and histogram average and based on that the trained radial basis network predicts the suitable filtering parameter. Result show the outcome of the network trial on three examples. It’s obviously because that the current input has values which are relatively close to the values put at the training stage. Applications/Improvements: A lot of research can be committed about enhanced filtering and masking ideas. A human operator is needed to approve the output’s readiness to be segmented.
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1. Introduction

Despite the complexity and diversity of the online road detection problem and too many failed attempts and unsuccessful efforts still the excessive urgency of improved traffic safety and autonomous vehicles development obliges this objective to be accomplished. After reviewing the previous jobs we present an innovative neural networks based method to configure the filter applied at each frame and decide the thresholds of filtering the image to be prepared for the segmentation operation through omitting the unwanted objects presented on the image.

Currently, the rapid increase of traffic and its consequences of mismanagement demands higher level of traffic safety and security1. A health issue of the driving person may mean a disaster for the person and other people’s lives and property and some safety systems are required to handle the situation. Also the autonomous vehicles and robots are in shortage of effective path finding and guidance systems2. Therefore monitoring the safety system especially focusing on vehicle’s navigation system is indeed needed3.

The heart of such system is of course the road path detection system, various sensors and data dispatching-receiving subsystems might be necessary for this part. But while stuff like GPS and radars might not always be available or reliable; a vision sensor (or camera) seems to be the major necessity here and therefore the computer vision algorithms and hardware4 become the necessity.

For the past two decades, significant efforts have been made to develop automated road detection subsystems4–10.
While most of the early works were concentrated on indicating a fine paved and structured road which is ready to separate at a standard image segmentation sequence and various methods like stereo vision\textsuperscript{11-14}, colored and dyed markers\textsuperscript{15}, Hough transforms\textsuperscript{16,17}, steering filters\textsuperscript{18}, contour models\textsuperscript{19} and other standard machine vision methods have been applied while still little works have been committed on the purpose of detecting various road types from standards highways to rural not paved paths and these methods despite their voluminous processing calculations may quickly fail encountering these unpredicted conditions.

The idea is essentially about to make a good guess about which image segment is to be assumed as a drivable path. A road scene may contain various kinds of vertical, horizontal and other shapes like buildings, walls, sidewalks, clouds, jet streams of airplanes, sky, other vehicles, road signs and else which can all come in a very vast range of shapes, colors and textures plus the various kinds of road paving and lanes there for an elaborated set of rules to categorize and classify image segments is needed to decide about the probability of the right choice amongst.

One of the most reliable features of such segment is its geometrical characteristics as is debated and utilized in\textsuperscript{20} but certainly one feature alone can’t be trusted with the task since, for example, a wall can come with a very similar form with a road and easily mistaken just as implies for other similar jobs.

One another likely road feature which has been attended to be detected and utilized as the standard road detection tool is the road lanes as is mentioned in\textsuperscript{21,22,23} which may only exist in standard structured roads. Other feature used is the estimated location of road’s vanishing point like in\textsuperscript{24,25} which can be affected by weather and lighting conditions and is not a very suitable ratio to identify the road. Another approaches like texture classification are also noted\textsuperscript{26,27,28} and put into practice but still this properties alone can’t be categorized as any more trustworthy standard since roads can come in a variety of pave and also there are other objects with similar texture structures like walls presented at images.

There had been better ideas attended though, in\textsuperscript{29} supervised training of convolutional neural network based on fractural texture analysis segmentation is presented which despite the excessive amount of required computations is still a single feature based method and also needs a supervision at both raining and testing stages with no reliable results. And at\textsuperscript{30} the same network is trained with respect to the image’s edges and colors which still comes with no general solutions since the method only proves useful on analyzing the similar scenes to the training image set.

Here at this current article with respect to the previous efforts a novel method is devised. An entropy based color filtering method is developed and a neural network will be trained with respect to the various extractable features of the image with a true-false vector as the desirability flag. There for after trained and designed the matrix of the neural network can be used at online conditions to judge each grabbed frame and find the road segment.

2. Current Method

The main idea is learnt from the previous jobs actually. All of them use elaborated algorithms to segment and detect while despite the complicated computations still often fail. But what has been the cause of failures and inconvenient? It’s of course the essential need of the nature, the adaptation. The majority of the computer vision algorithms are based upon predefined methods and mathematics while the major and yet forgotten advantages of the nature is adaptation and perfection. Obviously it’s not possible to established such a comprehensive formula which can cover all the happening configurations of illuminations, objects, textures, weather conditions etc. now in order to train a radial-basis network for this purpose there are two matrixes needed as for the given input and target output. Through analyzing many frames of different roads and conditions the immediate need of any path detection method is a suitable filter to indicate the right color, edge and texture of the road while all the previous works delivers us to this conclusion that a non-adaptive mask or algorithm won’t do. There are some mutual features of all routes. They have specific textures and colors while the edges might not be always distinguishable because of many elements. The important parameters of segments can be learned from the previous works, the key features indicating the existence of a road can be described as:

a. Edges: Long directed edges can be a reliable sign of possible road existence. So regions with a large ration between the horizontal wideness and vertical edges are candidate to be probable paths.

b. Texture: There are only several common types of road paves utilized around the word, It’s usually either pitch asphalts, flagstone pavement or trampled soil.
c. Color: Roads based on the applied surface covers mentioned above come in few choices of dye, its specters of black and white.

An algorithm for a supervised method of analyzing and training is developed upon the average entropy of road scenes for several kinds of roads at different sighting and lighting-weather conditions. A variable mask is proposed as initial guess to filter the color and texture of the images, the result of filtering is shown to the human operator and if he can indicate the path in the resulted binary image the presumed values of mask are approved and saved for the current entropy and if not a repeat sequence circles among variations of mask until the operator confirms one, though the data generating stage might prove to be time consuming but it's a procedure which is committed only once. So the input vector is a set of entropies and the output are suitable masks for the particular entropy. However entropy alone can't be a totally reliable matter and different imaging situations may result in close entropy values another ratio is measured, the average amount of the histogram. The two vectors merged as one input vector for the network training stage. Despite that the data generating phase proposed here is supervised and difficult but an arranged network's matrixes can be put at the embedded hardware on the vehicle easily and can act instantly about each frame's segments. The only requested preprocessing stages are the usual vision operations of enhancing and segmenting which are common among all similar systems. And finally bout the filtering method, the filtering uses a calculated multiplication of average entropy and histogram as the initial value. Then this factor is used in two levels of processing the colored RGB image, at first only the pixels which has the color portions of R, G and B matrixes not varying more than this given value are to be picked and from among those the only ones which have lesser and more absolute values of a multiplication of this given factor are chosen. This filtering strategy is established over studying and concluding the previously attempted approaches. The result of the operation on each sample scene is shown to the human operator. The operator should confirm the visibility of the road section at the binary image output. If the output is approved then the current masking value is saved as the appropriate one for the current entropy and histogram situations and if not it varies again until the operator chooses the best visual properties. As for the result two vectors are prepared. The input as described is a ration of image's entropy and histogram and the output vector shows the suitable mask value for each input candidate. Of course like any neural networks based strategy more training examples will result in better trained networks with more comprehensive reactions.

In order to improve the efficiency of the operation some image enhancing steps are also taken like noise reduction and edge enhancement. After the trained network decides for the suitable values of the filtering mask a clearly distinguishable binary map should be created which is ready for further common vision operations. Closing, hole filling and some other conventional stages are committed to remove the unwanted segments and increase the ability to indicate the useful one which will become often the largest and only remaining label on the matrix. As like all neural networks based methods applied for many kinds of scientific and engineering problems as more of the training data gets presented for the network a better performance can be expected. Well one can't ask for more with respect to the fact that the brain itself learns for each new conditions and untrained or slowly adapting person can't perform much better than an untrained artificial neural network.

Figure 1 shows the filtering and training data generation sequences for several examples, as explained at each step software asks the operator about the reliability of the output image to be suitable for further vision operations. Figure 1- A set of sample images which are filtered using a mask which adapts at each stage, the user shall choose the most appropriate image so the software can record the related filtering parameter as the fit one for the current entropy and histogram situations.

Figure 3- Shows the system approves itself to be very effective at this image, it's obviously because that the current input has values which are relatively close to the values put at the training stage.

3. Results

The trained network can be put in practice easily, a number of test image are presented to the software, and the program calculates the multiplication of each scene's entropy and histogram average and based on that the trained radial basis network predicts the suitable filtering parameter. Figures 3-5 show the outcome of the network trial on three examples. It's obviously because that the current input has values which are relatively close to the values put at the training stage.
like shadows or reflections and that's because of the color conditions assumed to be applied at the filtering process. Of course this feature stands as long as the condition has been anticipated at the training phase.

Figure 5 shows an unforeseen condition of histogram and entropy is ut to practice here as there are not similar scenes presented at Figure 2, but the program could still prove itself to be effective. However one can't expect that the same network might show the equal degree of efficiency at all unforeseen conditions. Better results can be generated through presenting a more thorough set of training data.

4. Future Expansions

The proposed method however is at its conventional stages, first of all one may speculate on designing better filtering strategies which can be done with virtually infinite sorts. In other words a lot of research can be committed about enhanced filtering and masking ideas. Second a human operator is needed to approve the output's readiness to be segmented and labeled while a person may become

Figure 1. A set of sample images which are filtered using a mask which adapts at each stage, the user shall choose the most appropriate image so the software can record the related filtering parameter as the most fit one for the current entropy and histogram situations.

Figure 2. At this work a set of 25 examples were utilized to choose the training data.

Figure 3. The system approves itself to be very effective at this image.

Figure 4 another example shows that the interesting feature of this work can be observed here. The system is not vulnerable to the different illumination conditions

Figure 4. Another example, the interesting feature of this work can be observed here.

Figure 5. An unforeseen condition of histogram and entropy is ut to practice here as there are not similar scenes presented at Figure 2, but the program could still prove itself to be effective.
exhausted and even make mistakes especially when a plenty of training samples are presented, a more sophisticated software may be considered to replace the human operator. The software is required only to determine the existence of true segments but that’s the sole goal of the current job.

And as more ideas may emerge, one curious researcher may want to take further steps toward the next stages which are expected to be executed after this. Those are the erosion of unwanted regions, enhancement of the target areas and improvement of decision making strategy when more than one possible segments are seen at the end of the processes.
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